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ABSTRACT

We report on the dynamics of the small-scale solar magnetic field, based on analysis of very high
resolution images of the solar photosphere obtained at the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope. The data
sets are movies from 1 to 4 hr in length, taken in several wavelength bands with a typical time between
frames of 20 s. The primary method of tracking small-scale magnetic elements is with very high contrast
images of photospheric bright points, taken through a 12 ,_ bandpass filter centered at 4305 ,_ in the

Fraunhofer "G band." Previous studies have established that such bright points are unambiguously
associated with sites of small-scale magnetic flux in the photosphere, although the details of the mecha-

nism responsible for the brightening of the flux elements remain uncertain. The G band bright points
move in the intergranular lanes at speeds from 0.5 to 5 km s-1 . The motions appear to be constrained
to the intergranular lanes and are primarily driven by the evolution of the local granular convection flow
field. Continual fragmentation and merging of flux is the fundamental evolutionary mode of small-scale
magnetic structures in the solar photosphere. Rotation and folding of chains or groups of bright points
are also observed. The timescale for magnetic flux evolution in active region plage is on the order of the
correlation time of granulation (typically 6-8 minutes), but significant morphological changes can occur
on timescales as short as 100 s. Smaller fragments are occasionally seen to fade beyond observable con-

trast. The concept of a stable, isolated subarcsecond magnetic "flux tube" in the solar photosphere is
inconsistent with the observations presented here.

Subject headings: MHD -- Sun: faculae, plage -- Sun: magnetic fields -- Sun: photosphere

1. INTRODUCTION

Early high-resolution observations of small-scale solar

magnetic field concentrations outside of sunspots were
made by Sheeley (1967) using spectroheliograms taken at
the Mount Wilson Observatory. The observations implied
that the small-scale field elements possessed strong mag-
netic fields, as indicated by the presence of "gaps" in the
spectral lines of Zeeman-sensitive transitions. Deckers &
Schr6ter (1968), using spectrographic observations
obtained at the Sacramento Peak Observatory, quantified
the line splittings using Unno-Rachovsky line profile syn-
thesis to show that the gaps imply magnetic field strengths
of between 1100 and 1300 G. Chapman & Sheeley (1968)

and Sheeley (1969) further established that the nonsunspot
magnetic field in the photosphere forms a bright network
when observed in weak line cores and the CN bandhead at
3883 A, and that this network coincides with, but has a finer

spatial scale than, the chromospheric network seen in the
Ca H K line.

Spectroheliogram observations require scanning periods
on the order of 10 s to build up two-dimensional images;
atmospheric seeing changes, which typically occur on
10-100 ms timescales, thus cause excessive focus and distor-

tion variations across the resulting images. In order to
obtain uniform image quality for the study of small-scale
magnetic structures, Dunn & Zirker (1973) developed
single-exposure filtergrams in the wings of the Hot line. The

resulting images revealed that the photospheric network
seen in any single image is composed of discrete sub-
arcsecond bright points and "filigree" or elongated chains
of bright points. Mehltretter (1974) observed similar bright
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points in the far wings of the Ca n K line and found that

their mean size is on the order of 0':3 (about 200 km
FWHM). Simon & Zirker (1974) found that at 0'55

resolution photospheric bright points have a definite spatial
correlation with, but are somewhat smaller than, the mag-
netic field structure inferred from simultaneous magneto-
grams. The vacuum refractor telescope at the Pic-du-Midi
Observatory for many years produced the highest
resolution observations of bright points in the photospheric
network (Muller 1975; Muller & Keil 1983; Muller &
R'oudier 1984; Muller 1994). Observations from the Pic-du-

Midi instrument confirm the existence of highly compact,
isolated bright points with angular sizes ranging from 0':22
to 0"6. Berger et al. (1995) studied plage magnetic fields
using the Swedish Vacuum Solar Telescope (SVST) and
showed that although the size range of bright points in
plage is slightly larger than that found in the network, the
majority of elements consist of circular structures with 200

km diameter. The observations also confirmed that filigree
seen at the resolution limit of the SVST are composed of
strings of smaller bright points, as was recorded earlier in
the speckle interferometric observations of de Boer &
Kneer (1992).

Parallel to the imaging efforts, novel spectroscopic tech-
niques were developed in order to refine magnetic field
strength measurements outside of sunspots. The magnetic
line-ratio (MLR) technique (Howard & Stenflo 1972;
Frazier & Stenflo 1972; Stenflo 1973), as well as measure-

ments of fully Zeeman split infrared lines (Harvey & Hall
1975; Zayer, Solanki, & Stanflo 1989), confirmed the exis-
tence of kilogauss magnetic fields in the photospheric
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network and showed that more than 90% of the solar mag-
netic flux outside of sunspots or pores is in this "strong
field" form. Stenflo (1973) measured aperture-dependent
field strengths between 1100 and 2300 G. Tarbell & Title
(1977) used Fourier transform techniques (Title & Tarbell
1975) to infer that average magnetic field strengths of
1200 __+200 G exist at all sites where the spatially averaged
field exceeds about 125 G. Stenflo & Harvey (1985) showed
that the inferred field strength has only a weak dependence
on the filling factor of the magnetic elements outside of
spots. More recently, Keller et al. (1990) have used high-
resolution filtergrams to compute MLR field strengths of
1000 G at the formation level of the Fe 1 5250 A line. These

results are claimed to be consistent with a unique value for
the field strength of magnetic elements in the photosphere;
i.e., there is no need to introduce a distribution of field
strengths to explain the observations. Rabin (1992) used an
imaging near-infrared magnetograph for direct measure-
ment of field strength in the Zeeman-dominated Fe ! 15650
A line. In contrast to Keller et ai. (1990), Rabin measures
field strengths ranging from 1000 to 1700 G in a plage
region. Solanki (1993) reviews the various attempts to con-
strain the field strength of small-scale magnetic elements
and concludes that the current set of measurements imply a
strength between 1500 and 1700 G at the rsooo = 1 level of
the standard quiet atmosphere.

Combined with the high-resolution imaging obser-
vations, the relative unanimity of the spectral measurements
suggests that the strong component of the magnetic field
outside of sunspots and pores is concentrated in isolated
"flux tubes" of about 200 km in diameter with kilogauss
field strength._ In fact, the flux tube concept has become the
dominant theoretical paradigm of solar magnetic structure
on all spatial scales. Spruit & Zweibel (1979) refined the
"thin flux tube" model of Spruit (1976) to produce what has
become the standard theoretical model of small-scale mag-
netic flux in the solar photosphere. The model is character-
ized by the balance of magnetic and static gas pressures
across a well-defined boundary region of the flux tube. This
static balance results in significant radial expansion of the
flux tube with increasing height in the hydrostatic atmo-
sphere.

The present flux-tube concept has largely developed
through the observation of single images in time and
through hydrostatic solutions to the MHD equations. As a
result, the flux-tube solution is inherently a stationary one,
which hypothesizes a single coherent magnetic entity which
does not change substantially throughout its lifetime. Obvi-
ously this is a simplistic model which has only recently
begun to be expanded through the numerical solution of the
full set of two-dimensional, compressible, magnetohydro-
dynamic equations. For example, Steiner et al. (1994) model
the effects of the granular convective flow field on a single
thin flux "sheet" (a strictly two-dimensional element) in the
photosphere. Their simulations predict that the effect of the
granular convection is to induce "bending" mode oscil-
lations of the flux tube, with a characteristic timescale of

i There is evidence for an additional weak field component which is

seen, for example, at the center of supergranular cells (Livingston &
Harvey 1975; Martin 1984; Martin 1988; Martin 1990; Wang, Zirin, & Shi

1985; Zirin 1987). Estimates of the strength of this field component vary

from less than 100 G (Tarbell, Title, & Schoolman 19791 to less than 500 G

(Keller et al. 1994) on spatial scales of 2"-5".

about 5 minutes. As a consequence of the oscillations, the
intensity observed in the flux tube from any particular line
of sight is predicted to oscillate on the same 5 minute time-
scale. Ryutova, Kaisig, & Tajima (1995) have performed
plasma-dynamic simulations of the interaction of a single
flux tube with an acoustic wave train. Their simulations

predict that the flux tube should undergo a complex frag-
mentation process resulting in several smaller flux tubes
being produced on a timescale commensurate with the
period of the wave train.

Observational tests of such numerical predictions have
only recently become possible using high-speed image
acquisition methods during periods of exceptionally good
seeing. Currently, the most successful technique for
dynamic observations at small spatial scales uses real-time
seeing evaluation and image selection with large-format
CCD cameras at the SVST (Scharmer 1989). Title et al.
(1989) have demonstrated the ability to image large fields of
view (on the order of 100" × 100") with subarcsecond
spatial resolution using this system. Simon et al. (1994) have
produced an 11 hr long time series of continuum obser-
vations of quiet granulation in which a large majority of
frames achieve 0';3 spatial resolution. Use of the solar
optical universal polarimeter (SOUP) (Title & Rosenberg
1981) filter in combination with the real-time image selec-
tion system has produced high-resolution "movies" of the
solar photosphere in several wavelength regimes with tem-
poral separations on the order of seconds (Title et al. 1989;
Title et al. 1992). These studies have produced the first high-
resolution time series of near-simultaneous magnetogram,
continuum, Ha, and Ca H K line images. Yi & Engvold
(1993) used this system to show that photospheric bright
points exist without exception at sites of magnetic flux
through the photosphere, and are also preferentially located
in convergent points in the mesogranular flow field. These
results, in confirmation of earlier single-image speckle-
interferometric observations by Keller (1992), established
conclusively that magnetic flux is a necessary but not suffi-
cient condition for the occurrence of photospheric bright
points and filigree. In other words, while bright points occur
without exception at sites of magnetic flux (to the limiting
spatial resolution of the magnetograms of about 0'.'5), there
are sites of magnetic flux which do not appear to have any
associated bright points. The main problem with the
observations of both Yi & Engvold (1993) and Keller (1992)
is that small-scale flux elements exhibit very low contrast in
continuum wavelengths near disk center; only the brightest
elements in larger intergranular dark spaces are clearly
observable in their data. This limits the applicability of their
methods to a subset of the full size and brightness range of
magnetic elements found in the photosphere.

In 1993 Au_gust a 12 A bandpass interference filter, cen-
tered at 4305 A in the Fraunhofer "G band," was added to a

secondary beam line of the SVST in an attempt to extend
the bright point observations of Yi & Engvoid (1993). The
G band filter was designed to replicate the results of Muller
& Roudier (1984), who had shown that images in this par-

ticular molecular bandhead exhibit bright points with
higher contrast than that found in continuum wavelengths.
Although the SVST filter has a bandpass only slightly dif-
ferent from that used by Muller & Roudier (1984), bright
points in the images exhibit contrast values 2-3 times those
measured in the earlier studies. As a result, numerous bright
points on a wide range of brightness and size scales are
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easilyidentifiableamongcomplexgranularfieldsat disk
centerfor thefirst time.Bergeret al. (1995)usedimages
takenwith this filter to compilestatisticaldataon the
propertiesofsmall-scalemagneticelementson0'.'25spatial
scales.In addition,concurrentGbandandSOUPmagne-
togramtimeseriesanalyses(Bergeretal.1996)haveverified
theconclusionsof Yi & Engvold(1993),andalsoestab-
lishedthatphotosphericbrightpointsoccurpreferentially
ontheperipheryofstrongfieldconcentrations,inregionsin
whichthefieldisdistendedinnarrow"arms"fromstronger
concentrations,andinisolatedsub-0'.'5structures{Bergeret
ai.1996).Theconclusionis thatG bandimagesareareli-
able"proxy"forsomefractionofthesmall-scalemagnetic
fluxin thephotosphere.Exactlywhatfractionofthesmall-
scalefield,andexactlywhichmagneticsites,will be rep-
resentedwithG bandbrightpointsat anygiventimeis
uncertain;themechanismofG bandbrighteningin small-
scalemagneticelements,andwhysomeelementsareillumi-
natedwhileothersarenot,is not understood.However,
sinceG bandimagetimeserieshavemuchhigherspatial
andtemporalresolutionthananymagnetogramscurrently
producedbyground-basedinstruments,it hasbecomeclear
thatstudiesof small-scalemagneticfielddynamicscanbe
bestaccomplishedusingGbandimages.

Thispaperpresentsthefirst resultsfromanalysesof a
longtimeseriesof bright-pointimagestakenwiththenew
G bandfilter. In thefollowingsectionswedescribethe
observational,imageprocessing,andanalysistechniques
whichhavebeenappliedtothetimeseriesto producenew
impressionsofthedynamicnatureofsmall-scalemagnetic
fluxinthesolarphotosphere.

2.OBSERVATIONS
All observationspresentedherewereacquiredin the

summerof1994attheSVST(Scharmeretal.1985),a50cm
f/45doubletvacuumrefractorlocated2400m abovesea
levelon theislandof La Palma,Spain.Theprime-focus
instrumentationconsistsof a 3_ wideCan K lineinter-
ferencefilter directlyin front of a KodakMegaplus1.4
CCDcamera(1360× 10366.4#m pixelformat,lumigen
coated,runat roomtemperature).Theprime-focusplate
scalefor all observationsdiscussedhereis 15.92pixels
arcsec-t,with a nominalfieldof viewof 80"x 65".A
secondbeamissplitofftheprime-focusbeamandreimages
theSunwith I :1magnificationthroughthe12A bandpass
G bandinterferencefilterontoanadditional(noncoated)
Megaplus1.4.A thirdbeamreimagestheSunat 1:1mag-
nificationthroughthe SOUPfilter and ontoa Kodak
Megaplus1.6CCD camera(1534× 10249 /am pixel
format). The plate scale on the Megaplus 1.6 camera is
approximately 12 pixels arcsec 1.

The Megaplus 1.4 cameras are controlled and read by a
single Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) Alpha work-
station using a custom high-speed digital interface board
(Shand 1995). Another Alpha workstation and digital inter-
face board link is used to control the Megaplus 1.6 camera
and trigger the SOUP filter sequences. Minimum exposure
time on all cameras is 10 ms. Typical frame readout time for
the Megaplus 1.4 cameras is 130 ms, resulting in a
maximum sustained frame rate of approximately 7 frames
s -1. On all cameras, a 256 x 256 pixel z subarea of the
image is evaluated in real time for contrast sharpness; the
image with the highest sharpness index value during a user-

selected "evaluation period" is written to 8 mm tape. Since

the acquisition time of the best image is random within the
evaluation period, the images are not regularly spaced in

time; for a 10 s evaluation period the maximum time
between frames is about 20 s.

The choice of evaluation period depends on the seeing, as
well as on the goal of the observing program. In poor
seeing, a longer period is used in order to "wait" for the
best image and avoid writing blurred images to tape. Con-
versely, in good seeing a shorter period is used in order to
maximize temporal resolution of the image series. In the
best seeing conditions, evaluation periods of between I0
and 20 s are used. Variable seeing conditions usually require
a 20-30 s period in order to produce useful image series.
The evaluation period is defined as the nominal "temporal
resolution" of the filtergram image series because it approx-
imates the mean time between images in the set. However,
images spaced significantly less in time than this value are
common in any set. The temporal resolution of the SOUP
image series is defined differently than, and is somewhat
lower than, the corresponding filtergram temporal
resolution. Specifically, the SOUP filter is run in a cycle
which may observe in several wavelength regimes in order
to obtain, for instance, magnetograms, Dopplergrams, and
continuum images in sequence. Each wavelength regime
goes through a frame selection period, and additional time
is required to rotate the blocking filters, polarization filters,
and wave-plate elements within the SOUP filter itself in
order to change wavelength. As a result, the mean time
between images in a single SOUP wavelength regime is
typically a factor of 2 or 3 longer than in the G band image
series.

The primary time series analyzed here is a 10 hr obser-
vation of NOAA Active Region 7731 observed near disk
center (9N 3W; p = 0.99) on 1994 June 14. The active
region is a decaying single-spot complex with a pronounced
moat region, one area of which contains a large pore
complex. The pore complex shares the same polarity as the
main spot, while the remainder of the moat is composed of
opposite polarity plage. Images were acquired in two series
from 07:00 UT to ll:20 UT and from 11:30 UT to 17:40

UT, with a 20 s evaluation period for the Ca II K line and G
band cameras. The SOUP filter sequence was MESOI,
which cycles through a Fe I 5250 A magnetogram image
pair, a Fe 1 6302 A magnetogram pair, a Fe I 5576 A
Doppler image pair, and a 6328 A continuum image. Figure
1 (Plate 25) shows a G band image of the region taken at
08:24 UT with an exposure time of 23 ms. The image is
nearly diffraction-limited across the entire field of view. The
modal FWHM diameter of the bright points in the image is

0'.'25. A detailed study of the static properties of these bright
points, including their relation to the magnetic field, is
contained in Berger et al. (1996).

3. IMAGE PROCESSING

Standard CCD-camera image postprocessing is per-
formed on each raw image written to tape by the frame-
selection system: dark noise subtraction and flat fielding are
followed by image alignment and derotation in order to
correct for the image motion imposed by the altitude-
elevation mount of the SVST. Two-dimensional bilinear

interpolation is also applied to any flawed pixels in the
image. Each monochromatic image set is then rigidly
aligned using local two-dimensional cross correlation to
compensate pointing and/or tracking drift errors. Follow-
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ingrigidalignment,eachimagesetis"destretched"(Topka,
Tarbell,& Title 1986;November1986)to a running
averagereferenceimagein orderto removegeometricdis-
tortionsduetoseeing.Thisprocedure,likeall interpolative
operationson images,hastheeffectof reducingspatial
resolutionbut,for imagesetstakenin goodseeing,the
reductionisestimatedtobelessthan0'.'05.

Zeemaneffectmagnetogramsarecreatedbysubtracting
imagestakenbytheSOUPfilterin leftcircularlypolarized
(LCP)andrightcircularlypolarized(RCP)lightfromthe
wingsofeithertheFei 5250A or 6302A absorptionlines
(Title,Tarbell,& Topka1987).Typicalexposuretimesfor
thenarrow-bandwidth(82mA in theFe I 5250/_, line)
SOUP magnetogram images are 50-100 ms. The resulting
image shows the degree of circular polarization at a given
location in the photosphere (averaged over the resolution
element defining the minimum spatial resolution) which is
proportional to the longitudinal magnetic flux density at
the location. Since we are primarily interested in the
dynamics of the magnetic field in this study and not its
absolute magnitude, field strength values (which are difficult
to determine accurately anyway due to imprecisely known
calibration constants; Title et al. 1987) were not calculated
from the polarization images. The LCP and RCP images
are not exactly simultaneous and are affected by differing
degrees of atmospheric distortion and blurring. Therefore,
the SOUP magnetogram spatial resolution is never as good
as the spatial resolution obtained in the single-image filter-
grams. Nevertheless, it is clear from detailed examination of
the magnetograms obtained in AR 7731 1994 June 14 that
we are resolving individual magnetic elements 0'.'4-0'.'5 in
diameter and perhaps smaller. Therefore, we feel confident
that we can correlate G band bright-point dynamics, at
least on a 0'.'4 spatial scale, with changes in the magneto-
gram images. The SOUP filter cycle used a 10 s evaluation
period; the resulting mean time between images for the 1994
June 14 magnetograms is 42 s, with a maximum of 48 s and
a minimum of 37 s.

Following processing of each monochromatic time series,
the sets are coaligned and scaled to a common plate scale
using on the order of 10-20 points which are clearly identi-
fied as common features in all image sets. All image sets
presented here were aligned and scaled to the G band image
set and therefore have a nominal plate scale of 15.92 pixels
arcsec -_. A least-squares calculation solves the over-
determined matrix equation for the affine transformation
used for the final processing of each image in the time series.
Since the magnetogram images do not contain structures
which are sufficiently similar to structures in the other
image sets, the transformation applied to the 6328 ,_ SOUP
filter continuum images was automatically applied to the
magnetograms. The geometric alignment and scaling result
in residual alignment errors between image sets of up to 0':1.

4. RESULTS

The main result gained from study of the G band time
series is that the concept of the small-scale solar magnetic
field being contained in stable flux tubes of relatively con-
stant shape is completely invalid in active region plage and
is probably equally inapplicable to the network regions as
well. A localized magnetic element cannot be defined as a
unique structure for longer than a typical granule lifetime
(6-8 minutes). This is because the shape of individual bright
points, their number density, and their interaction with

other bright points are strongly dependent on the local gra-
nular convective flow field. Four main evolutionary effects
are seen as a result of the interaction of magnetic elements
with the granular flow field:

1. Elongation or other significant shape modifications
including rotation and folding.

2. Motion along the (evolving) intergranular lane
environment. Typical speeds are from 1 to 5 km s-1, and
distances of travel vary from 1 to several granular diam-
eters.

3. Merging of one or more elements to form a larger
element, usually at a convergence point in the granular flow
field.

4. Splitting of a larger element into 2, or in most cases,
several smaller elements.

It is typical for any individual element which may be chosen
in a single frame of the time series to undergo all of these
modes of behavior during the time it, and its associated
"relatives," can be recognized. Earlier observations by
Sheeley (Sheeley 1969; Sheeley 1971) in the 3883 A band-
head of the CN molecule had indicated such dynamic
behavior of bright points on 1" spatial scales. Similar
fragmentation/merging evolution has also been detected in
the chromospheric network structures seen in the Ca n K
line at much larger spatial scales (Schrijver et al. 1995).

A good analogy for the appearance and behavior of

small-scale magnetic flux in the photosphere is that of drops
of a high surface tension immiscible oil floating on the
surface of a convective fluid. As the surface convection

pattern evolves, an individual oil droplet moves along the
troughs in the fluid until it meets another oil drop. At this
point, the drops either merge, bounce off one another, or
merge and then immediately fragment into two or more
droplets. The trough pattern, which is itself continually
evolving, is a complex network of branches connected at
vertices. When a drop reaches a vertex in the network, it
may fragment and the droplets may travel into different
branches from the vertex. It may also settle into the vertex
and maintain a relatively stable position for some time
while undergoing continual shape changes and rotations.
When a new convective cell moves into a trough containing
a drop, the trough will be compressed and the drop will
elongate along the thinned trough. If the strain induced in
the drop---due to the elongation--exceeds the surface
tension, the drop will break into several droplets which may
travel in different directions along the evolving trough. If
one were to tag a given drop with a dye, it is likely that, in
time, an increasing number of dyed droplets would be found
in the flow field as the fragments of the original drop dis-
perse in the flow field. The range of travel of the fragments
over time would most likely be on the order of several
convective cell diameters, but could possibly span many
more.

In the case of solar magnetic elements, the droplets rep-
resent the flux concentrations, the troughs in the convective
flow field are the intergranular lanes, and the vertices are
sinks in the flow field. We observe that it is rare for elements

to merge to form a structure with a diameter that is large
compared to the width of the intergranular lanes. Merging
of magnetic elements takes place in complex ways that
include the folding of an elongated chain of elements onto
itself, thereby creating a large structure. This is seen when a

granule collapses and two branches surrounding the cell
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fold inwardandmerge.Therearealsocasesin whichele-
mentsapproachinga vertexfrom differentdirections
possessrelativeangularmomentumwhichismanifestedin
a vortex-likemotionof the largerelementformedin the
mergingofthesmallerones.Wealsoobservethatelements
atthelimitofthespatialresolutionoftheimagessometimes
appearto disappearinan intergranularlane.Thiscanbe
explainedby hypothesizingthat theelementhasfurther
fragmentedinto subresolutionstructureswhichare too
smallto observe.Bergeret ai. (1995)showedthat the
numberdistributionof G bandbrightpointsin plage
increaseswithdecreasingsize,withanindicationofapeak
at or nearthediffractionlimit of the50cmSVST.The
implicationsof thisfindingandof themovieobservations
arethatthemagneticelementswhichareseento fadefrom
viewdonotceaseto existbutaresimplytoosmallto be
resolvedbya 50cmtelescope.Title& Berger(1996)have
shownthatsmallbrightobjectsindarksurroundings(such
as the intergranularlanes)havean integratedcontrast
whichisusuallylessthanthemeansurfaceintensity;whena
magneticelementbecomestoo small,it is effectively
"averaged"into the intergranularlaneby thetelescope
point-spreadfunction,andthusbecomesindistinguishable
fromthedarksurrounding.Conversely,weoccasionallysee
anapparentlyspontaneouscreationof a fluxelementin a
vertexof the granularflow field,whichmay indicate
mergingof subresolutionelementsto formtheobserved
structure.

Becauseof thedynamicnatureof theconvectiveflow
field,the"lifetime"of anygivenmagneticelementis very
difficultto define.If onestartsbyselectinga"large"bright
pointinaconvergentpointin thegranularflowfieldinone
image,for example,it is likelythatthepointwill befrag-
mentedintoat leasttwosmallerpointswithinaperiodon
theorderof 5minutes.Typically,thesesmallerpointswill
movewithin theconstantlychangingintergranularlanes
untilanotherconvergencepoint(perhapsatorverynearto
theoriginalone)evolvesin thelocalflowfield.Thesmaller
pointsmaythenmergeto re-formthelargerstructure.In
thisexample,thetotalmagneticfluxobservedin theinitial
imageis conserved,but is temporarilyredistributedinto
structureswhich,in anysingleimagetakenat theproper
moment,wouldbeidentifiedascompletelydifferentele-
mentsof thefield.Also,previouslyreportedvaluesfor
averagebright-pointlifetimeson theorderof 18minutes
(Muller1983)maybeunderstoodasowingto alargetime
gapbetweenimagesina sequence:brightpointsobserved
at slowcadence,especiallyin sinksin theflow field,will
appearto bemorestablethantheyactuallyare.If it is
possibleto definethedynamiclifetimeof small-scalemag-
neticelementsatall,it isprobablybestdefinedin termsof
thestabilityandlifetimeof theintergranularsinks,which
collectandtrapthemostpersistentfluxelementsin thetime
series.In the1994June14timeseries,convergentpointsin
theflow field(asidentifiedby thepresenceof magnetic
elementswhich undergocontinualfragmentationand
mergingin a relativelystablelocation)areobservedto
persistfor periodsof severalhours.The complexity of
motions seen in our observations call into question any
definition of lifetime one may give for any amount of flux in
the small-scale field.

The above descriptions of dynamic events are difficult to
illustrate with still images. However, with the descriptions
in mind, it is possible to examine selected image sequences

from the movies and see the evolutionary behavior
occurring in steps. Figures 2, 3, and 4 (Plates 26-28) show
such sequences in G band, Ca !I K line, and magnetogram
images, respectively; the temporal registration between the
sets is very good in the case of the G band and the Ca n K
line. In the case of the magnetogram movie, the longer
cadence imposed by the SOUP filter results in fewer images
of the required quality to choose from in the time period
corresponding to the G band and K line movies. The
sequence shown was chosen to illustrate the evolution of a
large _ 0':35 bright point that appears near the center of the
earlier images in the sequence. Although the bright point
appears to rotate in place (changing by perhaps 90 ° between
! 3 :27:01 and 13 :32:03), the actual dynamic behavior seen
in the movie is more complex: the granule to the right of the
bright point expands into and creates a crease in the flux
element, and the two "arms" of the element then elongate
toward the vertical. Another such granule collision is seen
in the 13:20:24 frame, in which the granule expands from
the upper left. The following frame taken at 13:22:!2 shows
that the bright point has been fragmented by the collision
into at least three smaller elements. They appear to merge
to form a single element again by 13:25:07. The magneto-
gram sequence for the same time interval confirms the exis-
tence of a highly concentrated flux element at the location
of the bright point. However the lower spatial resolution
does not reveal any substructure, although changes in the
shape of the flux concentration are evident.

After 13 : 30:23, the bright point evolves more radically.
By 13:38:28 the bright point has elongated into a chain of
several small elements that is approximately 2" long. The
smallest elements are no more than 0'.'25 in diameter. At

13:40:41 the chain has increased in brightness and there is
an indication that fragments have broken off and moved
toward the lower right-hand area of the image. By 13:45: 07
the chain has split into two groups, which continue to
separate and evolve individually. The elements on the left-
hand side move toward the lower left, and by 13:47:17 they
have encountered another flux group. At 13:51:16 these
elements have become two well-localized bright points
which are easily seen in the Ca Ii K line image sequence as
well. Finally, at 13:55:01, the final frame of the sequence,
the two points in this group merge to form the large bright
point at the left-center area of the image. The other group
from the original splitting has formed a complex chain

structure in the upper right-hand side of the image. In the
time span of less than 15 minutes, a compact magnetic
element has evolved into two well-separated groups, both of
which contain flux from other preexisting elements. The
image sequences shown in Figures 2-4 illustrate typical
behavior of the small-scale magnetic flux throughout the
mature active region shown in Figure 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have established that the small-scale magnetic flux in

active region plage is in a highly dynamic state. The main
conclusion is that the concept of an isolated, relatively
stable, or even oscillating flux tube, with a lifetime longer
than granulation, is not consistent with the observations.
Flux that is located within a particular element at a given
time will most likely be redistributed to other elements on a
timescale of 6-8 minutes. On timescales on the order of 100

s or less, significant morphological changes occur to all
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small-scalemagneticelementsinanactiveregion.Although
welackdatafromthequietnetwork,thesimilarityof the
granularconvective flow field and the existence of small-
scale magnetic elements in this flow field lead us to believe
that the evolution of network bright points will be very
similar to that observed in the plage regions.

The dominant modes of small-scale magnetic flux evolu-
tion in the photosphere are fragmentation and merging.
This result has ramifications for theories of flux topology
both above and below the photosphere. Above the photo-
sphere, the speed and range of motion of magnetic flux
elements are crucial parameters in theories of episodic
atmospheric heating based on the reconnection of twisted
magnetic field lines (van Ballegooijen 1986; Parker 1988;
Parker 1990; Sturrock et al. 1990; Muller et al. 1994). We
observe motion of small-scale magnetic elements in the
photosphere on spatial scales of arcseconds (1000 km) with
velocities from 1 to 5 km s- 1. This is in line with the results

of Muller et al. (1994), who have measured an average
bright-point speed of 1.4 km s- _ and a maximum speed of 3
km s-t in quiet network regions. Previous models (Parker
1990) have assumed speeds of 0.5 km s -_ (based on the
observed speed of granular advection in the photosphere)
over characteristic distances of several hundred kilometers.

However, the speeds and range of motion reported here
imply that in Parker's model, for a given tangential discon-
tinuity threshold at which the field reconnects and releases
energy, the power input into the corona is an order of mag-
nitude higher than previously calculated. Conversely, if the
power input is kept constant at the value necessary to heat
the X-ray corona (Withbroe & Noyes 1977), our obser-
vations imply that the angular discontinuity threshold in
the field at which reconnection occurs is even lower than the

range of 10°-15 ° calculated by Parker (1990). The motions
of magnetic "footpoints" that we measure are more ener-
getic and complex than previously observed, with the conse-
quence that the hypothesis of coronal heating by the
episodic nanoflare mechanism is made more plausible.

An additional consequence of the dynamic behavior we
observe in photospheric bright points is the creation of
large currents caused by the time dependence of the mag-
netic field. As a simple estimate of the current density

caused by the splitting of a small-scale magnetic element, we
model the element as an ideal linear solenoid, vertically
oriented in the photosphere. We assume the diameter of the
solenoid is 250 km and that it undergoes a binary splitting
into two identical (equal area, equal field strength) frag-
ments. Consider a circuit closely enclosing the original
element. Assuming that the initial field strength is 1500 G
and is uniform across the area of the element, let one frag-
ment move a distance greater than 250 km from the original
location (i.e., out of the circuit) in about 100 s (an implied
speed of 2.5 km s-l). Assuming the conductivity is 100 A
m-_ in the lower photosphere (Kopeck_ & Soytiirk 1971),
an azimuthal current density on the order of 104 A m -2 is
induced in the circuit. Because of the complex nature of the
conductivity in the convective plasma of the photosphere,
actual current densities induced by such splitting are
expected to be lower than that calculated above. More
detailed calculations (based, however, on values of the flow
velocity in the neighborhood of flux elements that are some-
what lower than we observe) would appear to verify this
expectation: Hirayama (1992) calculates an azimuthal
current density in a thin flux tube model (with a uniform

horizontal velocity inflow and similar geometric and mag-
netic field assumptions to those made above) on the order of
100 A m- 2; work in progress using plasma-dynamic models
of the interaction of the magnetic element internal gas with
the granular acoustic field also produces azimuthal current
densities on the order of 10-100 A m -2. We conclude that

actual azimuthal current densities in small-scale magnetic
elements in the photosphere are between 102 and 104 A
m- 2. The effects of current densities of this order of magni-
tude on the interior atmospheres of magnetic elements are
not known. Previous studies have indicated that current

systems within flux tubes may have very significant effects
on the gasdynamics within and immediately outside flux
tubes (Hirayama 1992; Henoux & Somov 1994).

Below the photosphere, fragmentation and merging
dynamics have implications for theories of flux emergence
and pore and sunspot formation. It is still uncertain
whether concentrated flux tubes such as pores emerge as
coherent elements from the convection zone, or whether
they are formed from coalescence of preexisting small-scale
magnetic elements in the photosphere. The observations
analyzed here tend to refute the latter hypothesis; in none of
our movies do we observe merging of small-scale bright
points to form pores, nor do we observe small pores frag-
menting into bright points. In fact, the pores which exist in
our data are stable throughout the time series and undergo
only slight changes around their peripheries due to inter-
actions with the granular flow field. It is possible that pore
formation occurs from the coalescence of larger dark mag-
netic elements (e.g., micropores; see Topka, Tarbell, & Title
1992), which in turn may be formed from merging bright
points. However, we cannot detect micropore formation in
our data reliably, and so we cannot support or refute this
hypothesis. What is clear is that there is often enhanced
number density of bright points around small pores; in
several instances we observe small pores completely ringed
by a static configuration of sub-0"5 bright points. The con-
figuration of these bright points and their often radially
elongated shape is reminiscent of penumbrae around sun-
spots and may be evidence of "protopenumbrae" forma-
tion. But the nature of the dynamic interaction of magnetic
elements across a wide size range (from bright points to
sunspots) remains unclear.

Producing more quantitative results than those shown
here is desirable. However, production of statistical results
from bright-point proxy observations requires seeing of 0'.'3
or better over long periods of time; such observations are

not yet possible using ground-based instrumentation.
Investigations into phase-diversity image reconstruction
(Ldfdahi & Scharmer 1994; Paxman, Schulz, & Fienup
1992) are underway in order to improve the uniformity of
spatial resolution across long time series. Direct obser-
vation and measurement of small-scale solar magnetic field
dynamics (i.e., as distinct from proxy observations) can only
be done with magnetograms from a 1 m class space-based
telescope.
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PLATE 26

4 arcseconds

13 : 15:42 13:27 =Ol 13 :36 :57 13:47 :17

13 :17 :36 13=28:35 13:38:28 13:49:41

13:20:24 13=30:23 13:40=41 13=51:16

13:22:12 13:32:03 13:42=16 13:52:29

13:25 :07 13 :34:41 13:45:07 13 :55:01

FIG. l--Time series of G band images taken from an area of the active region shown in Fig. 1. Times are UT, increasing in columns from upper left. Image

scale is indicated by the 4"-long arrow. Note the changes to the central bright point due to the interaction with the granular convective flow field.
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FIG. 3,--Time series of Ca n K line images of the same area shown in Fig. 2. Times are UT, increasing in columns from upper left, and correspond closely

to times in Fig. 2. The morphological changes seen in the G band image series are detectable in this series as well, but with slightly lower spatial definition: the

splitting and merging seen in the photospheric G band images also occur at the level of Ca I] K line formation, which is somewhat higher in the solar

atmosphere.
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FIG. 4.--Time series of Fe 1 6302 A magnetogram images of the same area shown in Fig. 2. Times are UT, increasing in columns from upper left. Gaps in
the time series have been filled with G band images from Fig. 2. Although lower in spatial resolution, the magnetogram images confirm that elongation and
splitting of G band bright points occur simultaneously with the same morphological changes in the magnetic field,
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